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tecepresentationbox



The Complete Stock Collection of TECE.  
In the beginning of 2019, we completed the most comprehensive edgebanding range that TECE ever 
manufactured. With this presentation box, we present the PVC, ABS, melamine, veneer and the other 
products that we produce. With the design of the box, and the preparation of the color swatches, we 
wanted to show you how much we care about details and what TECE is capable of. 

UPPER PART

In this section, you will find the 
below products:
•	 PVC express collection
•	 Melamine express collection
•	 Metal express collection
•	 Veneer express collection
•	 Special edgebanding collection
•	 And Surface Textures

LOWER DRAWER

•	 Express Collection for 
Egger Colors

•	 Express Collection for 
Kronospan Colors



COLLECTION
EXPRESSforkronospancolors

For Kronospan Colors
The express collection for Kronospan colors is available in 
0.45mm, 1mm and 2mm. The collection includes more than 
150 colors and it is made of the colors from the latest glob-
al collection. Our customers are now able to order as less 
as two boxes in each color in any width that they require. 



K076 PW
TECE Code: 42548

Availability in any width  in 
0,45mm, 1mm, 2mm

0740 PR
TECE Code: 42538

Availability in any width  in 
0,45mm, 1mm, 2mm

7045 AM
TECE Code: 42636

Availability in any width  in 
1mm

K100 SU
TECE Code: 42506

Availability in any width  in 
0,45mm, 1mm, 2mm





150 Colors from Egger Range
At TECE, we work hard to meet the demands of the mar-
ket. To this end, we are now offering stock program for 
Egger colors. With more than 150 colors to choose from, the 
Egger Express range is now available with as less quantity as 
2 boxes in thickness of 0,45mm, 1mm and 2mm and the width 
can change based on the desire of our customers.

foreggercolorsCOLLECTION
EXPRESS



3in1edgebanding

A special PMMA product
We call this product 3in1 because the edgebanding can 
consist of 3 different colors or designs. Though we only 
implement two color products, but it is possible to do it in 
3 colors also. Get in touch with us to see what we can do 
for you. 



Endless possibilities in furniture design...
Edgebanding is perceived as an indispensable part of furniture production. Designers often play around with 
colors of panels, designs of handles. Yet, probably, they don’t think of adding a special edgebanding that would 
change their concept radically. Our 3in1 edgebanding, made with PMMA resins, might be the exact product that 
the designers might use.

3in1 Marble Design

With our 3in1 product, 
the furniture producer 
can have the exact 
color on sides and in the 
middle, they can have a 
different color of marble.

3in1 Wooden Design

We are able to match the 
edgebanding to boards 
from any chipboard 
producer. 

3in1 Metallic Design

The last 5 years have seen 
much of 2in1 in metallic 
colors. We now offer the 
same product in 3in1. 

3in1 Crosswood Effect

Think of a kitchen which is 
in anthracite color, a little 
of wood would make the 
kitchen look so elegant 
and stylish.





doublelayeredgebanding

Add a Different Look to Furniture
Designers work hard to come up with small details that can 
make a difference in the final design of their furniture. With 
our special edgebanding production, we offer many items. 
Double-layer edgebanding is a new addition to this range. 
Double-layer edgebanding is produced by co-extruding 
two layers of plastic together. Colors of both layers can 
change based on the requirement of the customer. 



slittingmachine

A Revolutionary Invention
The idea behind this project is to enable our customers, 
distributors to be f lexible in their stock and edgebanding 
services. With this revolutionary and easy-to-use machine, 
our customers can slit rolls to any width from 9mm to 90mm 
in few minutes. The machine is supplied only to our exclu-
sive distributors who buy the edgebanding from us.



SCAN AND
WATCH 



At Tece, a lot of new things are 
being developed...
R&D is an important department at TECE. It is crucial 
for achieving future growth and maintaining a rele-
vant product in the market. We are already working 
on our new products: Polypropylene Edgebanding 
and Edgebanding for Zero-Glue-Joint (for use of laser 
machines). In 2018, TECE was awarded and accredit-
ed to be R&D center by the Scientific and Technolog-
ical Research Council of Turkey.



otherdevelopments

SAP at TECE
Keeping our f lexibility in place, SAP 
was implemented at every depart-
ment of TECE in the last quarter of 
2018. We believe that with this in-
vestment, we are now more up to 
date and effective towards all our 
stakeholders.



If you have any question or require samples, please 
just get in touch with us. Or if you like to visit our 
facilities, just send us an email.

TECE Dekor A.S.
BOSB 75. Yil Bulvari No.12
Nilufer  / Bursa / Turkey
Zip code: 16159

Tel: +90 224 242 2100 (pbx)
Fax: +90 224 243 8525
E-mail: info@tece.com.tr
Web: www.tece.com.tr

the edgebanding company

contactus


